St Andrew’s Church School
Reading

Curriculum

Year
Group
Coverage

N1 and N2

YR

Poetry

Poetry

Traditional Nursery Rhymes and contemporary poems - some of them need reciting by heart

Traditional Nursery Rhymes and contemporary poems - some of them need reciting by heart

Stories
Fairy Stories

Stories
Fairy Stories

Traditional Tales (repetitive patterns, joining in with Traditional Tales (repetitive patterns, joining in with
repeated refrains), from around the world.
repeated refrains), from around the world.
Encouraging children to learn some simple stories
off by heart.

Encouraging children to learn some simple stories off
by heart.

Non Fiction

Coverage

Books provided as an enhancement to children's
play, books about buildings placed in the construction area.

Non Fiction
Books provided as an enhancement to children's
play, books about buildings placed in the construction area.

Plays

Plays

Through role-play and drama (nativity/ school performances)

Through role-play and drama (nativity/ school performances)

Children orally telling stories to an adult who will
document before the children act them out.

Children orally telling stories to an adult who will
document before the children act them out.

Suggested writing genres:

Suggested writing genres:

Emphasis on drawing and emergent mark-making,
 Recounts,
hearing initial sounds and beginning to form letters.
 Descriptions
 Lists

Phonics: Letters and Sounds Phase 1: Sound discrim Labels
ination/Rhyme/Aliteration/Voice Sounds/Oral segmenting and blending.
Statutory curriculum, including Listening and atten- Phonics: Letters and Sounds Phases 1 to 4
tion/ Understanding/Speaking/
Statutory curriculum, including Listening and attention/ Understanding/Speaking/Handwriting,

Year
Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

Coverage

Poetry

Poetry

Poetry

Poetry

Poetry

Poetry

Rhymes and poems - some of them
need reciting by heart

Stories
Fairy Stories
Traditional Tales (repetitive
patterns)

Contemporary and classic

Prepare to read aloud/ perform
with focus on oracy (free verse/
Learn to recite by heart and perfornarrative
mance
poetry)
Riddles /limericks
Fiction
Stories
Fairy stories/ myths and legends—
Fairy Stories
oral retelling plus wide range of
books including whole texts
Traditional Tales
Cause and effect

Non Fiction
Attention to titles and events

Non Fiction
A range, structured in different
ways—postcards/ invitations / labels etc

Retrieve and record/ contents and
index

Through role-play and drama
(nativity/ school performances)

Plays
Role play and drama and using
range of language to express

Plays
Drama, performing plays and discussing language



Stories by the same author



Recounts



Stories from other cultures

Phonics and building on EYFS
curriculum
Statutory curriculum, including GPS/
Handwriting/ Spoken Language

Suggested writing genres:



Non chronological reports



Familiar events



Instructions



Recounts



Fables



Instructions



Novel as theme



Explanations



Discussion



Narrative diaries



Diary

Statutory curriculum, including
GPS/ Handwriting/ Spoken Language

Statutory curriculum, including
GPS/ Handwriting/ Spoken Language

Haiku/ limerick/ Classic/ Narrative
poetry
Fiction

Fairy stories/ myths and legends—
Myths and legends/ traditional
oral retelling plus wide range of
stories/ modern fiction/ fiction
books including whole texts. Folk
from literary heritage/ books from
tales—the triumph over evil.
other cultures and traditions

Non Fiction/
Reference and text books

Non Fiction/
Reference and text books

Leaflets/ history, geography text
Retrieve and record/ contents and books etc. in context of their
index
learning and trips

Prepare to read aloud/ perform
with focus on oracy Classic/ Narrative /free verse
Fiction
Myths and legends/ traditional
stories/ modern fiction/ fiction
from literary heritage/ books from
other cultures and traditions
Non Fiction/
Reference and text books
Leaflets/ history, geography text
books etc. in context of their
learning and trips

Plays
Drama, performing plays and discussing language

Suggested writing genres:
Suggested writing genres:

Prepare to read aloud/ perform
with focus on oracy

Fiction

Non Fiction/
Reference and text books

Cause and effect
Plays

Prepare to read aloud/ perform
with focus on oracy (free verse/
narrative
poetry) Kenning / Cinquain

Plays
Plays
Drama, performing plays and discussing language

Suggested writing genres:

Drama, performing plays and discussing language

Suggested writing genres:



Adverts

Suggested writing genres:



Novel as theme



Explanation



Novel as theme



Playscript



Debate



Playscript



Reports



Newspaper



Reports



Sci-fi



Playscript



Legends



Crime



Information text



Historical narrative



Flashback



Information

The children should also be taught when to 
use unjoined handwriting: labelling diagram, filling in a form in capitals, express- 
ing algebra, email address, quick note
taking.

Explanation

Statutory curriculum, including
GPS/ Handwriting/ Spoken Language

Children should be exposed, through the reading of rich texts, to the genres above. The key objectives for reading are
planned so that they are covered a number of times throughout each academic year, ensuring recall and application in new
contexts where necessary. Their written work should be linked to this where possible and cover the range of genres to fulfil
statutory requirements.

Discussion
Persuasion



Biographies and autobiographies



Recounts

The children should also be taught when to use unjoined handwriting: labelling diagram, filling in a form
in capitals, expressing algebra, email address, quick
note-taking.

Year 1

Year 2

•apply phonic knowledge to decode words
•speedily read all 40+ letters/groups for 40+ phonemes
•read accurately by blending taught GPC
•read common exception words
•read common suffixes (-s, -es, -ing, -ed, etc.)
•read multisyllable words containing taught GPCs
•read contractions and understanding use of apostrophe
•read aloud phonically-decodable texts

*secure phonic decoding until reading is fluent
*read accurately by blending, including alternative sounds for graphemes
*read multisyllable words containing these graphemes
*read common suffixes
*read exception words, noting unusual correspondences
*read most words quickly & accurately without overt sounding and blending

•listening to and discussing a wide range of poems, stories and non-fiction at a level beyond that at which
they can read independently
•being encouraged to link what they read or hear read to their own experiences

*becoming increasingly familiar with and retelling a wider range of stories, fairy stories and traditional tales
*recognising simple recurring literary language in stories and poetry

*becoming very familiar with key stories, fairy stories and traditional tales, retelling them and considering
their particular characteristics
*recognising and joining in with predictable phrases
*learning to appreciate rhymes and poems, and to recite some by heart

*discussing word meanings, linking new meanings to those already known

*drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary provided by the teacher
*checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting inaccurate reading
*discussing the significance of the title and events
*making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done
*predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far
*participate in discussion about what is read to them, taking turns and listening to what others say
*explain clearly their understanding of what is read to them

*listening to, discussing and expressing views about a wide range of contemporary and classic poetry, stories and nonfiction at a level beyond that at which they can read independently

*continuing to build up a repertoire of poems learnt by heart, appreciating these and reciting some, with appropriate
intonation to make the meaning clear
*discussing and clarifying the meanings of words, linking new meanings to known vocabulary
*discussing their favourite words and phrases
*discussing the sequence of events in books and how items of information are related
*drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary provided by the teacher
*checking that the text makes sense to them as they read and correcting inaccurate reading

*making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done
*answering and asking questions
*predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far
*being introduced to non-fiction books that are structured in different ways
*participate in discussion about books, poems & other works that are read to them & those that they can read for
themselves, taking turns and listening to what others say
*explain and discuss their understanding of books, poems and other material, both those that they listen to and those
that they read for themselves

Year 3 Key Objectives

Year 4 Key Objectives

Year 5 Key Objectives

Year 6 Key Objectives

